
How To Read Pamphlets
First point, and this is one of the important ones, you have a choice how you read (things).

Take the above headline as an example. Idiots and worse (really, if what follows describes you

in anyway, that we think you are at least an idiot and/or worse is quite likely, but we do believe

you can change, so read on. We don't care if you change, but from our perspective you'll be

less likely to be stabbed in the face should any of us snap into a murderous rage) would read

the above headline as a definitive instruction, telling them that what follows will tell them

exactly what to do/think etc. Of course, they should read it as an opinion or suggestion to be

considered, a guide if you will.*

There are a number of types of guides, but they always remain as a guide, and nothing more.

A walking guide shows you paths. It may tell you where you can leave the path, and it can

always be ignored. Should you wish to make that choice. A guide for your latest X-Box game
will tell you exactly what to do to achieve or receive certain things in the game, and to get

those things you need to follow the guide explicitly, but it may (quite likely) not know every

thing to be known in the game, and again, it can always be ignored. This article appears to be

claiming to offer suggestions on ways to read a pamphlet, but it is likely to be a load of crap,

and could/should be ignored. Unless the ideas work for you, in which case go with it. Yeah.

What is the point of this rant so far? All these things are just guides, people! As they usually

comes from an entity (be it person, group, organization, or other), they come from a point of

view, and can. . . often, come with an agenda (we think that this may be all of the time, but as

we are beings without an agenda, we find it all very hard to understand. Some claim we have

agendas, but, we retort, we do what we do, as that is what we do when we do that, which we
do. This usually ends the discussion). We say, always think about what is said, written or

communicated. Who? Why? What? Use these and other enquiring words to guide your

thoughts.

So...

We picked up a pamphlet on a train (it was during the so called "world youth day" week in

Sydney) which is titled, in bold underlined text (which we recreate for you here)
'

This Is

Not Junk Mail! This Is Not Religious info To Get You To Join Any Church Or Cult!

This Is News That Will Save Your Life! ", which is then followed by a slightly smaller,

but still bold and underlined title
"What is wrong the world today?". We figure they

missed a 'with' or an 'in' between the 'wrong' and the 'the', maybe not.

What do you think about those titles? Omitted words and the not necessarily recreated here

crappy bubble jet printing aside. It seems to imply that it is not crap. It is not junk, junk is crap

you'd ignore, right? It is not persuasive religious crap that you'd ignore either. So, all the stuff

that you would ignore or think is bullshit, this is not. And it says it will save your life (which

*AU ofour titles are intendedfor our readers thatDO think (about thinking about thinking

about thinking and so on), and notfor our other thoughtless readers. We know you are out

there.



we think makes it a shame that everything is underlined, as it would have been more

forceful to have just underlined "will" and "life" in that part)

.

Unfortunately, as cynical as we are, our instant thought upon reading this stuff is, it is junk

mail, it is some religious b.s., and this leaves us doubting that our life can be saved. Well, yes,

we do enjoy being cynical. We think it's better than being an optimistic clod or a pessimistic

sod.

"What is wrong the world today?"

We read this as a lead in to start trying to get on your side, to talk about things you will

understand. We wonder with wide glistening eyes as we start to read. . . what will it be. .

.

petrol prices? Something to do with money? Politics?

With joy on our faces we discover that this jimmy** goes hard. It lists "humanities

problems" as "global warming, ozone, war, drugs, mental and social problems, injustice,

fraud and con artists, over population, natural disasters and so on", and that is all headed by

saying that it is just a few of the problems. Wow! We all know about all that stuff, whatever

our opinions on any of it are. We could write a whole rant (pages and pages of it) just on that

stuff,*** and then it goes on with things that have gone from bad to worse this century, and

mentions world food shortages, little rain, rising sea levels, extinction of plants and animals,

daily disasters, and people losing hope. (Almost leaves you thinking that you wish that it was

a religious pamphlet, right? We mean, what else could solve all these problems? You think

computers and man can work this shit out? You ignorant bastards!!)

Believe it or not, it goes further, to where? Go on, have a guess. Where can you go? What are

the supreme, fear evoking problem that confront mankind? The following is written exactly

as is was written in the pamphlet, "an cosmic comet or large asteroid", that's where it goes,

did you guess? Without reading ahead. So that's where it goes, and where else would you go

when trying to highlight problems that will cause people to take notice? Send suggestions to

sord id@hotmail.co.uk

See? See how they get you onside? You thought computers would help you, but when you

are confronted with all that grief, you want the solutions they offer to guide you to, right? Be
careful, you can think about things. It is probably important.

What else does that pamphlet say? Lots of stuff. All very badly written, with many bad

arguments that attempt to defeat criticism with irrelevant assertions. It's the usual kind of

thing, that we are sure you have seen before. Everything is really bad, nothing but god (as

they see god) can save you. Sound like they want you to join their church or cult, but they

said it wasn't about that. Hmmm

How would you read what we have written above? If you deduced that we thought that the

pamphlet was a load of crappy religious junk mail, then you have done well. If you read it any

other way, perhaps you need to think and pay attention more. What do you think?

More another time, unless you are lucky.

**We call all pamphlets jimmy, what do you call them?
* * *See "What is wrong the world today?" in this issue ofSordid line.


